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The airborne radio geodetic system RDS has been developed in the USSR

is intended for photo centre^ co-ordinates determination and distance measure
ment •

The system RDS is the phase electronic measuring system using decimeter

wavelength band. The system measures the distances between antennae of master

(airborne) and two slave (ground) stations; the third ground station of the
complete set is employed for to minimize station number when radio geodetic

measurements are carried out over vast areas* The master station may be

mounted in the helicopter also. A spike quarterwave antenna is used for emitting
and receiving radio waves from both ground stations. The ground station antenna

is a half wave vibrator placed in alignment of angle reflector with directivity
diagram within 80 . Ground stations are placed at the geodetic net points if
equipment is used to determine photo centres co-ordinates, or they are placed
at the ends of line to be measured in surveying. Both measured distances
are recorded on 35 mm film.. Indicator scale corresponds to 100 m distance

Solution of .ambiguity - up to 10 km. Maximum range is 350 kmvif direct visi
bility exists between an airborne and ground stations, accuracy of one measure
ment is mj, = + ( lm + D „ 10-5 ). allowable aircraft speed is up to 600 km/hour.

Airborne range finder tests and field works were conducted in various
physical-geographical conditions: flat taiga and marsh-ridden tundra at the
North; araas with a number of large water bodies and covered with ice and snow ones-
mountainous regions; areas with high temperature and humidity. Reliability
of equipment, simplicity of exploitation, high precision of measurements have
been found in all practical operations.

RDS has beenused .at field works from 1967. 1:25,000 air survey horizontal
control was established by means of this instrument at vast areas with law
density of geodetic net. Usual methods of control extending would require
sizable time, labour, and money consumption.
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When horizontal control for air survey is conducted "by means of RDS radio

geodetic measurements are made concurrent with air survey0 In moments of

photography tilt ranges "between airborne station antenna and ground ones

placed at triangulation points are measuredt projection centres co-ordinates

are calculated through two distances obtained for each point of photography*

Radio geodetic co-ordinate determination may be used when special frame strips

or total area air survey are extended.

Possibility of RDS application for 1:10,000 horizontal control has been

checked in experimental investigations over test areas provided with sufficient

number of premarked geodetic points. The scales of air survey are 1:10,000 and

l:17t000| focal length of air camera - fk = 100 mm. Ground stations remoteness

is of 100 km, intersection angles ^-60 • Pressure, temperature, and moisture

at ground and airborne stations are measured to obtain distance correction

due to change of radiowaves propagation rate. The singular models have been

built and air photo triangulation on analogue instruments has been made with

air survey data; conform transformation of photogrammetric co-ordinates of the

check points has been conducted after these operations, While processing single

model measurements radio geodetic co-ordinates of projection centres were

assumed as reference! in air photo triangulation that of projection centres

were adjusted simultaneously with their photogrammetric values. Standard

errors of check points horizontal positions calculated over discrepancies

between obtained and geodetic co-ordinates/U5 are shown in Table It

photo

scale

1:10,000

1:17*000

Table 1

method of horizontal posi

tion determination

from single models

from strip nets

from single models

from strip nets

number of

geodetic

143

106

140

120

check

points

horizontal

dard

+ 2,

+ 2,

± 2'

+ 2,

error

.3

.9

,7

stan-

w

If 3 ~ 4 strips are placed above point of interest and observations are

numerous, (IA. $ = + 1*3 m. The results obtained are in accordance with assumed

standards for 1:10,000 maps.

In map revisiontradio geodetic procedure is the same as for topographic

survey of suitable scale. Application of RDS for revision is quite advan

tageous in regions with poor contours and great changes at the landscape^ when

photomasaics have been prepared for revision*

To refine potential geodetic use of airborne range finder and to develop

geodetic tasks solution many standard bases of different lengths (40 - 350 km)

and six sides of a geodetic quadrilateral have been measured^ Th3 quadrilateral

apices are coincided with triangulation points at the angles of astronomic -

geodetic polygons, four lines are the diagonals of the first order triangulation

chains. Line lengths were measured by means of internal line crossing methodo

To weaken influence of the reflected from the Earth signals and one of the
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meteorological factors onto radiowave propagation speed the alignment crossings

of each line have "been conducted numerously during several days; moreover

meteorological atmosphere zondinghas fceen made along both radiobeams* Accuracy

results of quadrilateral sides measurements are.shown in the Table 1 where

•* + \/LT^U / ( h. —7*5 is mean -.square error of a crossing
determined by deviations from mean value of r\ crossings; /\ , - discrepancies

between EDS - measured and geodetic lengths obtained from single chains of

astro-geodetic framework adjustment,,

^ 2 ~ discrepancies between EDS lines adjusted in geodetic quadrilateral and
geodetic ones treated by adjusted co-ordinates of astro-geodetic net.

Table 2

A number

of line

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

Flight

height

(m)

800

700

800

1,000

800

900

500

800

450

1,600

800

800

550

Measured

length D

(m)

193f264573
264r88

265,18

193r264,93

207c265,97
187,970,47

97Of67

187C97OP57

157,046,07

046,78

045t90

l57rO46,25

280s849133
848,53

280,848,93

164,506,82

509,58

5O7t9O

164f508B 10

r-

(

—

±

+

+

u

m)

It 14

0,94

0,98

It 58

lP60

A

(m)

+ 0

- 1

- 0

+ ot

(■) -D

- 0,011:19,000,000

j27+0,141:1,480,000

,18-0,741:250,000

,96 -0,541:290,000

-Op 581:484,00c

■90 + 0,391:420.000

A4.
Mean relative difference ^ is equal 1:400,000.

While RDS measured sides in geodetic quadrilateral being adjusted line
misclosure is equal Ws = -O.54 m, line corrections do not exceed 0,18m; mean -
square error of a measurement derived from adjustment is^Uv= + 0,32 nu
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Results of conducted investigations satisfy adopted standards of geodetic

formationst RDS might "be used in surveying.

Experience accumulated in the USSR confirms wide technical potentialities

and economic expediency of airborne range finder employment for topographic

surveying on the scales of l:10t000 and smallert map revisiont line geodetic

networksj continent and island nets conjunction! and so on.


